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BUY-CENTENNIAL BLUES
Midnight. January 1, 1976. Here in Bicentennial City, USA,
the nation's two hundredth birthday celebration ivas to begin at
Independence Hall. The Liberty Bell, the nation's hallowed
symbol, was to be moved from its traditional home in Independ-
ence Hall to a newly-constructed pavilion a short distance away.
The pavilion would provide the Bell with a setting of honor all
its own and would also make it possible for millions of Bicenten-
nial visitors to see it; the cramped quarters inside the Hall would
have made such massive viewing impossible.
Plans and preparations for the move had taken months and
had included detailed scientific and engineering studies calculated
to prevent any damage to the Bell. The weather, however, in
the best tradition of Philadelphia winters since Valley Forge,
was uncooperative. A freezing wind dashed heavy rain upon the
crowd of dedicated spectators ivho had come to be part of an
historic moment. Millions of others chose to watch the event on
television; the local CBS outlet had been promoting its live
coverage of the move in weeks of spot commercials.
As bells throughout the city tolled midnight, the solemn
scene began to unfold. To be precise, the solemn scene began to
unravel into a tacky commercial charade that maly unwittingly
have struck the keynote for America's buy-centennial. Instead of
"God Bless America," the band should have played the true
theme song of the event: "Send in the Clowns."
Those watching the event on television saw the dolly carrying
the Bell begin its careful descent down the ramp. Walking beside
it, there was an honor guard of men dressed in hard hats and
coveralls with the contractor's name in large—quite large—
letters. I could not tell whether the letters were red, white, and
blue, but I like to think they were. Imagine the contractor's
anguish, however, when his brainstorm of bad taste failed to
receive the television exposure he had envisioned. For, no sooner
had the much-advei^tised live coverage begun, when someone at
CBS punched a button and we were magically transported to
another hallowed spot in American history: Times Square.
Instead of memories of Chief Justice John Marshall and medita-
tions on the fragility of liberty, we could join the spontaneous
revels of the "now" people, Ben Grauer and Guy Lombardo.
(Could it be true that Ben Grauer and Guy Lombardo are like
(Continued on Page 39)
Apologies
LEANNE PONDER
IT WAS THE SUMMER she was twelve that her mother was
taken to the mental hospital and Mary Lou went to stay
with her aunt and uncle in Oklahoma, Her father, who was many
years older than her mother, held her slender hand in his loose-
skinned one until the Greyhound bus that said OKLAHOMA
CITY over the windshield arrived in the depot.
"Will I like them. Papa?"
He did not look at her. "Of course you will, Baby. Uncle
Jake is my brother, and they have horses and a dog and chickens.
You can do things there. Not like here in an apartment just
waiting 'til I get home from the car lot."
"I don't mind. I read when I wait."
"Life is more than reading and waiting, Baby."
"And Aunt Wilma?"
"Your Aunt Wilma is a very capable woman."
He didn't go onto the bus to say goodbye, but instead stood
with his arms around her by the metal bus steps, pressing her
head against his chest. By habit she listened for his heart. She
knew hearts couldn't really be broken as he always said his was
;
but she remembered the look on her mother's face when Dr.
Jacobs had told them her father had a heart murmur. "It's
just a small murmur," he had said. "Nothing to worry much
about." But her mother had still looked pained.
"I'll write to you, Papa." She remembered the promise to
her mother. "I'll write you all the time so you won't be lonesome."
He felt thin to her, and when he hugged her the buttons of his
summer shirt dented her cheek.
ON THE BACK SEAT of the bus with the motor droning
in her ears and the warm vinyl sticking to her bare legs,
Mary Lou tried to concentrate on the book her eighth grade
teacher had given her: Great Expectations. On the flyleaf was
an inscription : "To Mary Lou, my star pupil, with great expecta-
tions. Love, Mrs. Brady." But the bus was too bumpy to read on,
so to pass time Mary Lou tried imagining what her aunt and
uncle would look like. She watched the other passengers, trying
to pick out features that might converge into an aunt and uncle,
but saw no one that fit her hopes. She thought of her mother as
she had been before her illness. No one on the bus looked so gentle.
Hours later, after she had dozed and awakened many times
as the bus stopped and started, letting people off and on in
towns whose names she had lost track of, the bus driver shouted,
"Oklahoma City! All off!" And waiting behind a roped-off
section was a man who waved to her and hollered, "Mary Lou ?"
Uncle Jake was taller than her father and seemed to have
more strength to him, though he too was thin. He was wearing a
white dress shirt like her father wore to the office, but had on
jeans instead of slacks.
"Mary Lou?" His whole face seemed to curve upward when
he smiled, but he didn't hug her as she expected him to do.
Instead he held her at arm's length by her shoulders with sur-
prisingly strong, stiff-skinned hands. "You know? I could have
picked you from a New York crowd. You're pretty as a postcard
just like your mama." And she felt herself smile back at him,
too embarrassed to really look him in the eye but glad that he
had mentioned her mother. Her father hadn't said a word about
her since he'd taken her in the car to the hospital.
HER AUNT AND UNCLE lived in Gantrie, thirty-five miles
out of the city. Their house sat like an old castle in the
center of many acres of eroded terra-cotta red land, surrounded
by evidences of forgotten farm life: rusting wire hung on
weathered grey fenceposts, five or six leghorn chickens strutted
around the yard, a redbone hound lay sprawled on the front porch
echoing the color of the land.
"Where are the horses. Uncle Jake?"
"Oh, the Woodrows, down the way, are keeping Java for me.
He kept breaking through the fence, and I don't keep a farm-
hand anymore. Ginger, our other horse, died last year giving
birth to a colt. They both died." He gestured futilely with his
large, rough hands. "I'm sorry, Mary Lou. It was my fault."
She wondered why he should apologize to her.
"The colt came out with its head bent back instead of
folded between its front legs like usual," he went on, as if the
story had to be completed, "It was late at night and I had had
a beer or tv/o. I just don't know. I tried to hurry the birth and
Ginger hemorrhaged."
Mary Lou felt an awkward sense of power. She could make
him feel bad if she wanted. "Everybody does things Ihey don't
mean to do," she said.
She had expected him to take it importantly, but he just
shrugged as if he wasn't quite sure how the whole thing had
started. "Your Aunt Wilma's in the house," he told her. "Why
don't you run in and see her while I bring in your suitcase."
Glancing up at the house again, Mary Lou couldn't imagine
herself ever running in the door. Walking in maybe. Sneaking in.
But never running. Standing in the center of the barren land,
the huge white farmhouse looked majestic, domineering, like an
aging queen retaining v/hite satin robes even though marooned
on an unpopulated island.
The redbone hound wagged his tail at her but didn't get
up as she climbed the porch stairs. The sv/ing on the porch was
covered with green plastic, and stood so still the chain links
that supported it seemed welded. She pushed the bent screen
forvN^ard and stepped into the living room.
"Aunt Wilma?"
Gauze-like drapes sifted the sunlight, keeping the corners
of the room dim. It was like a cathedral. The size of it diminished
her, and the huge wooden circular staircase ahead of her and to
her right seemed to go forever skyward. Against the left wall
was a long, wine-colored couch with doilies like cloth snowflakes
pinned onto the arms ; facing the couch, a semi-circle of swollen
parlor chairs like fat ladies sitting in flowered dresses. White
statues of cherubs posed on heavy mahogany pedestals near the
windows. The house smelled of furniture polish and something
else Mary Lou couldn't distinguish. She wondered if darkness
had a smell to it.
"Aunt Wilma?"
"Mary Lou? Is that you? Come in the kitchen, Child. Straight
ahead through the dining room."
Mary Lou moved cautiously across the dull patterned carpet,
past the heavy dining table v/ith five scrolled legs protruding
from under a white linen cloth, and a massive mahogany credenza
decorated by a silver tea service on another doily.
She was surprised to find the kitchen full of sunlight. It had
been modernized with bright apple and pear wallpaper and a
yellow stove and refrigerator. The short, plump woman who
embraced her wore a grey suit covered with a blue bib-type apron.
"I'm glad you arrived on Saturday, Mary Lou. I'm home on
Saturdays and we can get you settled. Are you hungry?
THAT EVENING after dinner several women, all dressed up
in heels and straight skirts as if they were going to the
movies, came over to play bridge on cardtables set up in the
living room. Aunt Wilma had set out little sandwiches cut in
cookie shapes on a crystal platter and had filled a cut-glass bowl
with lemonade with lemon rinds floating on top. When the women
arrived she introduced Mary Lou to them, had her carry the
platter of sandwiches around once to offer refreshments, and
then said, "Thank you, Mary Lou" to let her know she was
dismissed.
Uncle Jake was sitting on the porch swing drinking whiskey
from a flat brown bottle.
"Do you want a glass, Uncle Jake?"
"No, Sugar. A bottle is fine." He slid over on the seat to let
her know she could stay. She sat beside him, more stiffly than
she would have liked, since Aunt Wilma had insisted she keep
her dress on instead of switching to jeans. "Now, you wouldn't
want my friends to think you aren't a young lady would you?"
she had asked. But it was more a command than a question.
She thought about rocking the porch swing to get a breeze.
The night was as hot as daytime and seemed especially still and
black without the city noises and lights she was used to.
"Aunt Wilma said she was home just on Saturdays. Why
is that?"
It was him that started the swing rocking gently. "Well, on
Sundays she goes to church and on the other days she works
downtown on real estate."
"Aunt Wilma sells houses ?"
"Um hmmm."
"Do you sell houses too?"
"I'm a farmer."
Mary Lou thought of the cracked red land that looked like
pottery left too long in a kiln. They rocked in silence for awhile.
"How long has it been since you saw my mother?" she asked
finally.
"Oh, that was quite awhile back," he said. "Your father
and mother lived here with Wilma and me for almost a year.
Let's see ; Wilma and me were about twenty-five then, and your
daddy a little over thirty. And of course your mamma at that
time was just a young thing—barely nineteen I'd say. We thought
it'd be a cheap way to run the farm with all of us here."
"Didn't it work?"
"Oh, it did for awhile. But when people live close there are
always quarrels. I haven't seen your daddy or mamma since they
left. Just some letters now and then."
"But what did you fight about?"
He tilted his head back and took a quick drink from the
bottle. "It's too long ago to talk about," he said. Then, putting
his arm around her, "But I sure was glad when your daddy called
and said you could use a place to stay for the summer. It's real
nice having you here."
Mary Lou tried to picture her mother at nineteen, being
right where she was on the farm. Maybe even swinging on the
same swing. "Was my mother pretty then?" She settled back
against his arm, wanting a story about happier times.
"More than just that," he said.
"More?" She wouldn't let him stop. "What do you mean,
'more' ?"
"Oh, trusting. Forgiving. Almost to the point of being stub-
born. Your mamma always insisted on seeing things the way
she wanted them to be. And what she wanted most to see was
that everybody loved her the same amount she loved them. I
remember one time when Ruby had her first litter of pups. Nine
puppies, and Ruby was all nervous and snapping; wouldn't let
anybody near three feet of the straw pile where they were. But
one puppy was still in the birth sack and Ruby wasn't biting it
off like bitches most the time do so it could get air. So your
mother sort of crawled over right by her, even when Ruby showed
teeth, and ripped the sack open so the pup would live. Rufus, the
dog we got now, is a son of that puppy." He took another drink.
"Your mother said afterwards that she loved Ruby and that
people got to trust who they love."
"But what if Ruby had bitten her?"
"Oh, she'd have probably made some excuse for that too.
She always did for people that didn't love back enough. Every
time she'd start to get mad at somebody you could see it change
right in the middle until all of a sudden she would be looking real
sad, like it was her fault she hadn't convinced them to trust her."
Mary Lou glanced up at her uncle's narrow, sad looking eyes.
"Some kids back home said going crazy is inherited," she said
almost in a whisper.
He patted her shoulder with a big, loose hand, as if he were
very tired. "Kids say things they don't know. Sugar. Everybody
gets away from the world different ways." He got to his feet,
boosting himself unsteadily on the arm of the swing. "Remember
you're half your papa too. And your papa always sees things
the way they are."
MARY LOU WENT in the living room and paused at the foot
of the stairs wondering whether to interrupt the card
game by saying goodnight.
"I was just going to come out and tell you it was bedtime,"
her aunt said, looking up from the fan of cards she held. "Come
here. Child."
Mary Lou went over and stood by her chair.
"Your Uncle Jake drinks a lot, Mary Lou." She said it
casually and loud enough so all the women could hear. "You just
have to learn not to pay much attention to what he says when
he's like that." She smiled. "He's a very nice man, and we love
him . . ." The women all nodded as if they shared one neck.
"But, well, he's a man. And men think different than women do."
"Amen," said a woman at the other table, and they all
laughed.
"Mary Lou wanted to say "I like Uncle Jake;" but Aunt
Wilma had already said that she—or they all—loved him ; so she
couldn't really figure out on what point she disagreed with her
aunt, or if there were any disagreement at all.
"You'll find towels and washcloths on your bed," her aunt
said. "You're going to church with me in the morning aren't
you?"
"Yes Ma'am." Her father had said she should.




"Well, I'm glad she at least did that."
Mary Lou was afraid Aunt Wilma was going to announce
to the group of women that her mother had gone into a mental
hospital, but she didn't.
"Goodnight, Sweetie." She hugged Mary Lou to her side,
and Mary Lou kissed her cheek. Fine pink powder was wedged
into the wrinkles near her eyes. It looked like it would take a
toothpick to clean it out.
"I'm glad you've come to stay with us," she said ; and when
the women nodded their approval, Mary Lou wondered if us
meant Aunt Wilma and Uncle Jake or Aunt Wilma and the
women. Or perhaps all of them. She turned to go upstairs.
"Don't forget your prayers," her aunt said.
Her bedroom was between Uncle Jake's and Aunt Wilma's
;
a small room with a high, soft bed covered with a patchwork
quilt that was dark and a little stiff like it had been made from
square cuttings of men's workclothes. Her suitcase was on the
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bed, and when she opened it, she was pleased with the bright-
starchy-smelling clothes she had pressed and packed so neatly.
She took them from her suitcase and hung them in the closet on
cloth-covered hangers that smelled of lilac, then put on her new
shortie pajamas, wishing she had the nerve to sleep with nothing
on. Her hair lay lank and damp on her neck, and she pulled it
into a pony tail with the rubber band she had put around her
stationery box. It was new stationery she had bought especially
so her father could receive pretty looking letters, with her name
printed in gold across the top of each page. She stretched across
the quilt and propped the stationery box like a desk in front of
her. Dear Pwpa, she began. I'm having a lot of fun here. She
wondered if people always had to tell lies to make other people
happy. Even when she wrote / miss you at the end of the letter
she wondered about the truth of it, but licked the envelope any-
way, sealing in words to make him happy. The stickum tasted
like mint toothpaste.
Still belly down on the dark quilt that was patchworked
like her father's heart, she said a memorized prayer quickly, then
:
"Bless Mamma so she'll get well. Bless Papa so he'll he happy and
not miss me too much. And forgive me. Father in Heaven,
for . . ." For what? What was it she had done? She pictured
herself searching through her mind like a blackened attic. But
every box she shook was full of old toys, trivia, a doll that cried,
some wooden numbers. She could feel something huge and terrible
hovering over her, ready to swoop down and eat out her eyes,
comfort her in its wings ; but she could not look up.
"Forgive me. Father in Heaven. For everything," she finally
finished, feeling very tired from the long trip.
Lying on the high bed, her head on her arms, she could hear
the static of Uncle Jake's radio through the wall. Aunt Wilma
explained that the radio was one of the things anyone living in
the house had to learn to put up with, for it played all night.
Uncle Jake would wake up if it stopped. That's why. Aunt Wilma
had said, she slept down the hall.
CHURCH THE NEXT MORNING was not much different
from when her mother had taken her. She sat with Aunt
Wilma on the hard wooden bench and sang familiar hymns from
hymn books that smelled like the dead parts of a forest. The
preacher looked more solemn than the one at home but said the
same type of words. It was a smaller congregation; there was
no one else her age. But she was glad for that. They would have
asked about her mother, and there would have to be another lie.
She thought about her mother as she had been: smaller
than her friends' mothers, graceful, moving about the house as
if afraid she'd disturb someone by her presence. As she worked,
she'd make up stories about the things she was doing. Putting
the silverware away, she'd say, "Knives, forks and spoons in that
order. Because knives mean someone will be hurt ; and forks mean
a change or a decision like a fork in the road. You don't know
which way to go. But spoons are for love. They used to call it
spooning. And if you put them in the drawer last they'll be more
powerful than the rest. Little spoons and then big spoons for
lots of love." And she would sing old-time southern tunes, her
voice as smooth and soothing as a swing, her fingers moving
over the strings of the hand-carved dulcimer her grandmother
had given her. But there had always been the game.
At least it had seemed like a game at first. Her mother
would do something special for him. Him. Her husband. Like
fixing him cornbread.
"There," she would say, placing the bread before him. "Now
is it all back together?" She meant, of course, his heart.
He would feel the front of his shirt and pause as if listening
for the beating of it, "No. Not quite" he would always answer.
"A few more pieces to go."
It was a joke it seemed, the putting together of her father's
broken heart. But at the last when her mother went out every
day and spent money they didn't have on gifts, when she cried
for hours huddled in the corner of the couch, when she tore the
strings from her dulcimer and wound them around her neck until
she drew narrow circles of blood and passed out; even then the
game didn't end. For although her mother no longer asked the
question out loud and her father no longer answered, the ques-
tion still seemed to be there : Her mother doing constant favors
and her father always wearing his eyes sad and holding himself
apart from them as if he was thinking of something else.
Mary Lou switched her attention to the present where in
the foreground the preacher had softened his voice to a hiss.
"Almost everyone has evil thoughts," he whispered, leaning low
over the pulpit. "Special little debaucheries of the soul they
indulge in. But we must be pure in thought as well as act. Cleanse
yourselves!" His voice rose to a sudden bellow. "Confess your
sins in prayer! Repent so He can forgive you!"
She listened to the familiar, frightening words. Repent.
Forgive. Sometimes it seemed the whole world was divided into
just the two types: those who beg forgiveness and those who do
or do not choose to forgive. She let her gaze fall to Aunt Wilma's
plump, pale hands lying calm as white doves in the hollow nest
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of lap. She could not imagine her aunt apologizing for anything.
She seemed so at peace during the sermon, as if the only reason
she came to church was to check up on the preacher and be sure
he said the right thing.
HAT AFTERNOON after lunch, after changing to jeans
and a cotton knit shirt that hung almost to her knees,
Mary Lou went with Uncle Jake to the Woodrow's farm to meet
Java. She ran to the pasture fence, through the smells of dust,
hay and manure, to look at the horse while Jake went to the shed
to get a saddle and bridle. Java stood near the fence but would
not come near her when she called. He was larger than she had
imagined he'd be. She knew if she stood by his side she wouldn't
be able to see over him. And he was beautiful, more beautiful even
than the carousel horses at the carnivals her mother had taken
her to, had they come to life. Java. Dark brown, almost black,
gypsy-like mane hanging long against his neck. His head was
high, alert, as he watched her.
"Java, Java," she whispered to him. "Come to me Java."
But she knew he would not, and it excited her.
Her uncle came up then and threw the saddle across the
top rail. "He hasn't been rode for quite a time," he said. "But I'll
see what I can do." He climbed over the fence and approached
Java, the bridle in his hand, coaxing the horse with a low voice
until he could stroke his neck and slip the bit into his mouth and
the bridle over his ears ; then he led him to the fence and let the
reins drop to the ground.
"Won't he run away?" she asked.
"He thinks he's tied whenever the reins drag. No use for
tying him." He threw the blanket and saddle across his back,
cinching it tightly around his belly.
Java stood quietly but kept his eyes pulled sideways, showing
white. He even stood still for a second's count after Uncle Jake
had gathered the reins and swung himself onto the saddle. But
then, suddenly, Java jumped, curving his head between his front
legs. Front legs held stiff, body twisted back humping back legs
kicking, he bucked and Jake hollered. Mary Lou stood grasping
the fence rail, astounded. Elated. They were beautiful together.
Uncle Jake and Java. It seemed more a ritual than a showdown,
each absorbed wholly and joyfully in his own strength. Then,
just as suddenly as he had begun, Java landed on four stiffened
legs and stopped.
Jake rode him to the fence, laughing. "I'm afraid he's a little
too perky for you today. Sugar. Don't think he's given up ; he's
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only resting."
And just then, looking up at her uncle high and joyful on
Java's back, Mary Lou realized that her mother, also, must have
thought him wonderful. She reached shyly through the fence to
pat Java's dark soft nose and felt warm air puff from his nostrils.
"I wouldn't want him to give up" she said. "Not even if I can't
ride him.. He's too beautiful like he is."
It was a mile walk from the edge of the Woodrow's farm
back home. Mary Lou adjusted her pace to her uncle's as he
walked in a slow, almost arrogant stride, gazing across the red
landscape as if he had not looked at it for a long time.
"My mother, uncle Jake . . . was she happy when you
knew her?"
His voice sounded like the dust speaking, having a constant
dry rasp to it. "Sometim_es I saw her very happy," he said.
She expected him to elaborate but he did not. "I would have
liked to have known her then."
He looked at her quizzically.
"I mean, I always felt like there was something—I don't
know—keeping her away from being happy." She thought of her
mother sitting across from her at the breakfast table trying to
look calm, even smiling, but taking in huge, quick gulps of air.
"Like the birth sack you said the puppy was in. It was like
she knew where happiness was but couldn't get out to feel it."
She looked up at the tall man who walked beside her, strong and
at home on the dry red land. "I tried. Uncle Jake. I tried to keep
her from feeling so alone."
"We all tried as much as we could, Sugar."
She noticed the raised veins in his forearms and looked down
to see his hands clenched. She glanced up to his mouth, his eyes,
this man who was her uncle. "I'll race you to that post over there,"
she said, pointing ahead, and was glad when he smiled.
He drew a starting line in the dirt with his finger. "I'll have
a little of that," he said. "But I should warn you—as a boy I was
running champion of Logan County."
Mary Lou counted off and they ran, leaning forward against
the hot air, panting, kicking up a red scrim of dust behind them.
"That's no fair!" she gasped, holding onto the post. "You
slowed down to let me win."
"Well that way you can think I'm both speedy and gallant,"
he laughed.
And they were still laughing when they reached the house,
laughing up onto the porch until they reached the edge of the
parlor where suddenly the laughter sounded out of place, raucous.
"Maybe you'd better go help Wilma with dinner," her uncle
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suggested, appearing somehow thinner, older, in the dim parlor
light.
^' Just cut enough salad for two," her aunt told her.
•^ "Your Uncle Jake will eat breakfast and lunch, but he
usually drinks his dinner."
"He seems awfully sad sometimes," Mary Lou said. But her
aunt didn't look up from the potato she was skinning, expertly
flipping out dark spots with the knife point.
"He doesn't have any more to be sad about than anybody
else," she sniffed. "He'd really think he had something to be sad
about if God had made him a woman."
Mary Lou grated a triangle of cabbage into the wooden bowl
her aunt had given her. Would it be so bad, then, being a woman?
But sadness crossed more lines than that. She thought of her
mother, nothing like Aunt Wilma : her mother playing catch with
her, running in a bright, loose dress. And when they would go to
the zoo with dried bread and cut-up apples in a paper sack to
feed the animals, her mother would spend her time coaxing shy
deer over to the fence to feed. "Poor things," she would say. "All
caged up with no forest to run in." But then she had run, fright-
ened like one of the deer, too far away from what everybody
else called the real world. And now she too was caged.
"When you get through with the cabbage you can put in a
little crushed pineapple and some salad dressing," her aunt
told her.
"Oh. Yes Ma'am."
"Did you ever fix this kind of salad for your mother?"
"Yes Ma'am. I'd fix whole dinners sometimes."
"I bet things got real bad for you and your poor papa before
she left, didn't they? I mean, when people go crazy they get
pretty awful to live with don't they?" Her aunt had stopped
skinning potatoes to direct full attention to what Mary Lou
would answer. Her face had a sad look, but her eyes were alert
and greedy like the eyes of people Mary Lou had noticed once
staring at a car accident outside her father's apartment.
"What was it like, Mary Lou? Was she mean to you?"
Mary Lou looked down at the swirling patterns in the
wooden bowl.
"I asked you a question, Mary Lou. Didn't your mother
teach you the manners to answer adults?"
"For God's sake leave the child alone, Wilma." Jake, holding
a can of beer, seemed to fill the kitchen doorway. "Nothing's
the child's fault."
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"Nothing's nobody's fault to you."
"Now Wilma."
"All I know is I've done everything / was supposed to do no
matter what you did. If you have anything to say we can talk
about it later."
"Yeah. Things have got to be shiny on top," Jake said,
leaving the doorway.
"God knows who's guilty and who's not," she muttered to
Mary Lou, running cold water over the skinned potatoes.
AFTER THE DINNER dishes were dried, Mary Lou went out
on the porch where Jake was.
"I'm sorry for the scene in the kitchen, Mary Lou."
"There wasn't much of a scene."
"Yeah. Well, maybe that's what I'm sorry for."
"You stood up for me though, Uncle Jake." She sat down
by him. "I mean, I just couldn't have told her about Mamma. I
may be wrong, but it just doesn't seem like she loved Mamma.
Not like I do. And you."
He was so quiet Mary Lou put out her hand to touch him, to
know he was there. "You did love her didn't you? she asked.
"I mean, you know. Like friends."
He put his rough hand over hers. "I didn't love her enough.
Sugar," he said in his low, raspy voice. "Not enough to let her
know right."
Mary Lou sat very still, her hand still resting under his. She
wanted to know. "Is that why you drink a lot, Uncle Jake?"
She could tell he was looking at her, even though she was
staring straight out into the night, waiting for what he'd say.
"Oh, nothing ever happens just because of one thing. Sugar."
He patted her head methodically, like a tired dog wags his tail.
"Things happen, then more things. It just seems if people don't
start out telling the truth, sometimes their whole life goes bad."
He finished the can of beer and pressed the can ends double with
his palms. "3ut now I think I'm gonna hit the hay. It's a little
early, but all that runnin' we did makes an old man ache some."
He pushed himself up from the swing, and although Mary
Lou couldn't hear his footsteps once he was beyond the door, she
knew his trail: across the thick, patterned carpet through
the massive, dim-lit room, up the stairway with the winding,
varnished rail, and into his room decorated in quilted chintz
and flowered curtains like a guest room. She waited in the hot,
quiet evening until she heard the static of his radio.
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LATER THAT NIGHT, after waving goodnight to her aunt,
who was chattering on the phone in the kitchen with one
of the women, after taking a bath in the oval bathtub with claw
feet, Mary Lou closed herself in her room and lay on the stiff
patchwork quilt with her pen and stationery.
Dear Papa, she wrote. This is going to he a truthful letter.
I lied to Mamma before she left. I told her I'd put your heart
back together. But I can't do it, Papa. Mamma tried and she
couldn't do it, and I don't know how any more than Mamma did.
Maybe I can do other things to make you proud of me. I hope
you're doing ivell. Papa and selling lots of cars. I promise to
write often. Love, Mary Lou.
She addressed the envelope and then lay quietly on the bed
listening to the cicadas singing outside her window, the clock
on her dresser, the static of Uncle Jake's radio: sounds accom-
panying dreams or drowning them out altogether. She pictured
Uncle Jake alone in his room of chintz and flowers. She thought
of her father, alone. Of her mother, perhaps the most alone
of all. She felt somehow that she should pray for them, for
herself; but when she knelt down by the bedside, she knew she
couldn't pray right then. God, like Aunt Wilma, seemed too
perfect, and the world too full of apologies.
She rose from her knees and went to the window. The air
was dry and hot. She looked upward into the heavy sky that
seemed to be entirely God. "If you love me you'll understand
why I'm not praying," she whispered as loud as she dared to
Him who hovered in perfect stillness over the dark, cracked land.
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The Four Seasons: A Jigsaw for Children
W. DALE NELSON
Putting the seasons together,
We puzzle out spring: this water
Goes at the edge, this green
Is a piece of the meadow, the sun
Has to be at the top, and this line
Is a road to somewhere or other.
That rose is a part of summer
;
It fits near the barbed wire. Over
The pieces of blue, that's a hawk.
A gradual deer is locked
In this patterned day. With luck.
We will end with these fragments together.
Imperfectly pieced together.
We look for the wilted flower
Which belongs in a corner of fall.
We work hard on the hill.
And bit by bit, by feel.
We find the going easier.
White, the color of winter,
Takes almost more than its share
At last. We long for green,
For leaves turning dusty brown,
For stubble yellow in the sun,




WHEN PADDY AWOKE, only his right eye opened to the
dim gray dawn. Damn. The boric acid wash hadn't done
a thing.
The cold floor beneath his feet sent shivers along his spine.
Stoic as Sisyphus he bore his weight down the hall to the
bathroom and turned on the hot water spigot full force. A book
of poetry lay on the floor, open to "Desert Places." He picked
it up and squinted at the print. No use. It was like trying to see
through a windowpane in a downpour.
Wadding the wash cloth into a crude compress, Paddy held
it to his afflicted eye and with the other studied his reflection
in the steamy mirror. His face looked like a relief map of the
Rockies (the purple blood vessels of his nose making a splendid
Great Divide) ; it was a face only a mother could love.
"And she died laughing." Paddy wryly spat out the finish
of the saying in a gaggle of mouthwash.
He put the pounding in his head down to the cold, not the
nightcaps. He knew he belonged in bed ; he ought to call the school
and tell them he wouldn't be in. But a hot shower might help.
He sure as hell couldn't afford another absence. Especially on
a Monday.
The shower did unclog his sinuses and he felt much better
after he'd shaved and blown his nose half a dozen times. But
now the eye had taken over and wouldn't stop watering. One big
drip. That's what he was. He hoped there was a clean handker-
chief around somewhere.
From the back of the chair next to his bed Paddy took his
gray checked shirt, tugging at one sleeve pinned under an
unsteady tower of library books. He freed the cuffs of his green
trousers from the top drawer of the chifferobe and pulled them
on. Vexedly he knotted and reknotted a blue silk tie that hereto-
fore had never given him any trouble, while the all-news all-day
radio announcer droned on and on. Damn the noise, he thought.
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Torpedo the distractions. That's all they were, the tube, the
headlines. Distractions.
A final glance in the mirror, a savage swipe at his cheek
with the back of his hand, and he was moved to pronounce judg-
ment on his completed toilet.
He'd scare them all to death. The thought cheered him. If
his appearance provoked reaction, then good. Anything that
unpropped the chins of his students had to be an improvement.
Paddy made a half-hearted attempt at straightening the
bedsheets but left the spread in a heap on the floor. The hell
with it, he thought. Woman's work. Frills.
The place had never looked messy when Aunt Kate was
alive. She swept through her housekeeping like the D.I.'s of his
military days. Who needed an alarm clock? The pre-breakfast
clatter was enough to wake the dead. And at night, when he had
piles of papers to mark, her voice turned into a vacuum cleaner
in reverse, spitting out trails of verbal trivia all over him.
Some of it was contagious. Once he'd shouted, "Jesus, Mary
and Joseph, Kate, were ye vaccinated with a victrola needle?"
But it didn't stop her. She just changed her topic. Like the
Guinness Book of Records, she went on and on.
What was worse, though, was the quiet after he'd taken her
to the nursing home. It had given him the jim-jams. The summer
had been a holy nightmare. All those yellowed forms in row upon
row of iron beds. Like plucked chickens laid out side by side on
a chrome meat counter. He could still see them, clawing the
sheets with their brittle nails. Wasting. Waiting.
Paddy swished out the coffee cup with a sponge and
reminded himself for the ninety-ninth time to pick up some more
at the five and dime. What if somebody stopped in? One chipped
cup in the whole damn place.
He dumped a hearty measure of instant coffee straight from
the jar. While he waited for the water to boil he picked up the
Sunday news and views section. His favorite columnist had done
a piece on student apathy in the seventies. He read it eagerly.
"Hits the nail right on the head," he said, whacking the
paper in its gut. "My kids to a T !"
They didn't give a hoot about anything. Not politics. Not
street crimes. Not inflation. Not even starving children in
faraway lands. What the hell was happning, anyway? They
didn't react to anything he said, anything they read.
Well, he'd give them something to think about today, by
God. He tore the column out of the newspaper and poured his
coffee down the drain. It tasted like rotgut anyway.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead could wait for
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another day. The semester was almost over and he hadn't had
a good class discussion yet. Besides, the play bored him.
He put on his overcoat, gathered up his papers and shut the
door. If he got even one of them going, he thought, it could be
the turning point.
His determination lasted all the way to the intersection.
At the light, Paddy became aware of the tightness in his chest,
a disconsolate reminder that the eye was the least of his problems.
Angrily he tore at his coat buttons, as if by opening his coat he
could let out the pain.
They'd told him, two years ago, that the worst was behind
him. Nothing to worry about, people get along very nicely with
half a stomach. Main thing was, they'd gotten it in time.
He'd believed them. Then this nonsense. The pains had
appeared as mysteriously as the age marks on his hands. Not
there one day. There the next. Like a pair of old sneakers
materializing overnight on a telephone wire. He pictured them
in his chest cavity, dangling on a rib between two cloudlike lungs,
slowly rotting away in the elements.
A bus pulled up and a crowd got off. Paddy crossed the
street in their midst, drawing his warmth from their morning
murmurings, his coat billowing in a gust of wind.
"You're gonna catch cold, Mr. Paddington," warned one of
the students as she passed. Something in her voice, something
hollow, irritated him. A nag. Why did all women have to be nags?
"I'm not dead yet, my dear." He saluted the girl jauntily
but almost lost his balance as another wave of pain crashed from
shoulder to shoulder.
When he reached his office there was a terse note on his
desk from his department chairman. See me today. He wondered
what was up.
He mopped his eye delicately with his handkerchief and
coaxed away the chest pain with a swallow from the pint in his
bottom drawer. There was still fifteen minutes before his first
class. Maybe he could catch Jerry, see what was up.
YOU'RE IN LUCK," said the secretary. "Mr. Bole's in his
office. Go-head in."
Jerry's face was strained. "Sit down, Paddy."
"No thanks. I don't have much time." Paddy passed his
thumb across his sternum. "What's on your mind?"
Jerry hemmed and hawed interminably. A mumble about
student complaints (our enrollment's not up to snuff, you know,
Paddy, we can't afford not to at least listen to 'em). Some
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apologia about administrative recommendations. Paddy was on
the brink of panic.
He concentrated on the demarcation line drawn by the smoke
from Jerry's cigarette, nodding mutely, waiting for the wallop,
reminding himself about tenure. They couldn't force him out.
"... weren't too keen on it at first," Jerry was saying
when Paddy tuned him in again. "But I reminded them you'd
never taken a sabbatical in all the ..."
Sabbatical. He stood fluidly beside the hard oak chair,
absorbing the word, feeling it diffuse through the sodden tissue
of his mind. Every teacher in the department would give his
eyetooth for one. Chance of a lifetime to do something really
important. An opportunity to look at the ground covered and
then to carve one's own niche in the edifice of education. Even
as he tried to pin a label on his feelings he knew Jerry was
waiting for an answer. How the hell to make him understand?
"Appreciate it, Jerr, I really do. But I can live without a
sabbatical." He listened to the sound of his voice with detached
curiosity. It sounded fuzzy, as though a sterile gauze pad were
curtaining his palate. "I belong in the classroom." The buzz
signaling the end of the first period punctuated his sentence.
"We'll talk about it some more," Jerry said in bewilderment.
Paddy reeled on spaghetti legs and left the office, holding a
protective hand to his eye.
HIS CLASS WAS a disaster. Opaque stares, stupid responses
to the clipping. Paddy was glad to go on to the play.
But when they'd nearly finished, when they'd gotten to
Guildenstern's speech (it's not gasps and blood and falling
about—that isn't what makes it death. It's just a man failing to
reappear, that's all—now you see him, now you don't, that's the
only thing that's real), Paddy went to pieces.
The shapeless fear that had become his companion in Jerry's
office now congealed in his throat and erupted in a groan searing
enough to burn clean the foggy eyes of the class. The words—how
many hundreds of times had he read those words, yet never
read them?
The sea of faded denim before him deepened to a turbulent
purple. He felt as though an enormous weight were bearing down
on the back of his neck.
Then the nag was standing over him. "Are you okay, Mr.
Paddington?" She touched his shoulder in a frightened gesture.
He flattened the book to his chest, a tourniquet that forced
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back the coffee and whiskey his half-stomach had regurgitated,
and he rocked softly, softly, until he was able to speak.
"I'm all right, Betsy. Go back to your seat now."
There was still twenty minutes left of the period. He told
the class to take out some paper. A sluggish silence settled in the
room as two dozen compositions on the meaning of the play were
written in tacit politeness while he pulled himself together.
At the buzz signal, the students filed silently past the desk,
respectfully depositing their offerings like Mass cards at an
Irish wake.
The papers stubbornly clung to their state of disarray and
some slipped from his hands as he stuffed them into his bloated
and battered briefcase. He didn't relish having to mark them.
By late afternoon the sun's rays had failed to warm the day.
Cold shadows laid out in oblongs traced the campus buildings on
the crusted ground. Paddy felt weak and still half nauseated as
he set out toward his place.
But when he fell in with the other pedestrians on the avenue
it wasn't so bad. He'd have a can of soup, maybe take a nap.
He'd feel better, he told himself. He'd think, later, when he was
rested.
He saw a group of upperclassmen coming out of the movie
house. The picture, something with carnal in the title, had been
picketed during the week by housewives and Sunday School
groups. Rumor had it the theatre would be closed by the weekend.
Coasting into their last semester, these students had likely cut
their afternoon classes to see it before the axe fell.
They grinned at him; traces of schoolboy guilt lingered.
"You oughta take it in while you can, Mr. Paddington,''
one of them said, recovering smartly. "It's a sight for sore eyes."
Heaven-sent, a phrase from the Sunday homily surfaced in
his consciousness. "Where there is no vision, the people perish,"
he told them gravely. They stared at him uncertainly, not know-
ing whether he expected them to laugh or not.
The verse was Proverbs, Paddy was pretty sure. But he had
no assurance that Providence would supply him with a second
pearl of wisdom, so he didn't wait for a response.
His feeling of euphoria left as abruptly as it had come, van-
ishing on the vapor trail of his breath even as a line from the
play surfaced: an exit, unobtrusive and unannounced, a disap-
pearance gathering weight as it goes on . . . He turned up his
coat collar—it brushed at his earlobes—and shifted his brief-
case to the other hand. When had he ever been so tired?
While his soup was heating, Paddy began to read the com-
positions. Some were better-phrased than others, but none, he
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realized, were much more than cliche-packed rewrites of the
general introduction. The pallid sameness of the papers trailed
across his kitchen table like the wooden markers on the grassy-
hills of Normandy where companies of men had made their
individual exits.
The papers were as anonymous and unobtrusive. Except
Betsy's. A one-liner. A man prefers to die in the midst of life
than to live in the midst of death.
The faces of his students passed before him like cartons
on a conveyor. He tried to see them as individuals, but their
comments, their reactions, were heat-sealed sterile products.
Even today, in the eye of his own inner hurricane, they'd looked
upon his haywire pressure systems like languid weathermen.
Except for Betsy.
He closed his eyes and visualized her young anxious face,
nothing at all like Kate's, but a face distinct .There had been so
few separate faces. He was the bachelor who went to bed with
books, and his life had been like a metronome, marking the time
of other men's minds. It was solitude and not sickness he feared
most.
Reaching again for Betsy's paper, Paddy knocked the coffee
cup at his elbow to the floor. It shattered, spilling the warm
liquid on his trousers.
"Paddington, old man, you've reached the breaking point,"
he said. He began to laugh in a kind of frenzied merriment. When
he stopped, finally, the tiredness had all washed away.
Carefully, he began to pick up the pieces, reminding himself
there was no use crying over it. Tomorrow was another day.
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December In The Country Cemetery
CHRISTINE EHRHARDT
Winter smooth darkness
There is resting in this place
I think of a sleeping child
Thrown from his horse at the age of twelve
Jonathan died in February of 1824
Black thick shadows move
In the old barn
The wind wipes up and down the fields
Blowing snow into the hedgerow
Sheep move
As if half asleep the ice crusted to their backs
Lights shine through steamed glass
And stick in squares to the bone-gray snow
I hear hooves pounding
Against the stone ground
Bells of the saddle
Crunching of hard snow through the thicket
The rabbit jump fast
Then running off
The scream
The moon rising against the night
Jonathan Jonathan
I thought for a moment
I breathed you in
but it was only the mist off the snow
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Alban Berg to his wife — 1915
MARTIN FITZPATRICK
A darkening bird, the clouds above me,
Mud wings draped along the brow,
A bugle's insistence is not for me,
My eyes are unaccustomed to the rest.
By day we pitch our bodies flat
In the sand and practice marching
With guns and packs. Our food
Is cooked with mutton fat.
I breathe like an old man.
Papa Mahler can not sing anymore.
The heaven in his body went home.
I remember when he told me,
"Only composing, That's the only right way."
And now I must wait here with
The wagon mules, interminable rains
(Until the war is won or until the war
Is lost) at the officers' school.
Does anyone sing anymore?
There is a courage in the drug
Of a kiss. My coffee stirs in the mug,
St. Stephen's blackened well.
Reflection . . . Gone . . .
I think of you.
The mice carve their numbers in my bed,
I have such ideas, they are breaking
My head. For poor folks like us
There is no rest but chains.
I must walk the watch tonight . . . again.
It looks like rain. The moon shudders.
Fingers pale. I wish I were
As light as leaves, dancing
On kite tails, but there is no wind
To take me to your heart.
And I am where the leaves
Turn to falling
Snow.
The minutes devour my dreams. Nothing
Is as it seems. The dark is like
An old man begging for time.
The Night Drifts
DIANE BURTON-ROBB
IT WOULD BE WAITING when she returned home, crouched
below the doorcrack. Waiting even now for the low growling
shift of her feet on the stairs, the soundless scuttle of light
startling darkness. Hearing her, it would retreat momentarily
into shadows, a low cold grin, waiting for her to settle in the
circular protection of lamplight, alone with a book. But she
would recognize its presence, not to be deceived into darkness,
not yet. Until the final flick of the light switch, a quiet hysteria
of dark shapes, night's rustling. It had seemed nothing at first,
a small dark fear, easily forgotten in the cool textured protection
of sheets. ,But growing larger, it had blown into powerful
proportions, knowing she was alone, a clock's tick away. She
sensed its heaviness late at night, a cool smothered warning,
knowing it wanted her, craving an inaudible crush between
sheets. Waiting even now in the dark crouch of far corners,
hesitation of light sheathing low claws.
Nola jumped, a startled grinding, gritty shuffle. The rest
of the class rustled books, papers, packing them away. Following
their movements, she drew her hand away from the desk top,
leaving a hot wet print, feathered in sweat. God, it was over,
time for her to leave, alone again. She leaned down in a
cumbersome reach for her purse, prolonging the movement.
"Hey there."
A hand settled on her arm, pushing down into the slope of
her shoulders, head ducking even with hers. She stiffened,
ceasing movement. A hand, touching her, a private privilege. Its
accompanying face leaned closer in a warm brush of man-scent.
"Listen, a group of us thought we might go out for a drink.
Like to join us?" The face moved back, allowing hers to rise.
A restless circle of feet rimmed her desk, waiting for an answer.
Reddening, she sat up, feeling a blind humiliation.
"Well, how about it?"
She glanced up at the face, the jagged circle of eyes, wanting
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her to come. But no, she had promised to be faithful, knowing
he would be proud of her at home alone, avoiding a scene. She
had known it would be a long time until he returned, promising
her loyal isolation in the frailty of a last embrace. No, she couldn't
go with them, breaking the trust.
"Just a quick one?" A second voice, more convincing. "I
can't stay out late either. Got to get the sitter home by 11 :00."
Nola hesitated. Certainly her husband would understand if
she explained. But no, he would never believe her, never catch
sight of a shadow in the night, a beastly entrancement. He would
so easily find an explanation, another cause, joggling her senses
with the power of daylight. By the time he returned it would
surely be gone, preferring single entrapments, having taken its
fill of months, lonely hours, a heartbeat in the night. Nola tucked
her papers into a book, rustling too loudly, shattering a moment's
hesitation. Yes, she would go, betraying them both, leaving the
darkness alone in the dull-rolling company of dust-mice settling
silent, without a present breeze. Her husband need never know.
"Yes, I'll go." The crowd milled back in lazy unison as she
stood, pleased with her decision. The man smiled, a nice face, yet
somehow faceless. Nola turned away from him, tucking her head
in a privacy of gathering her books. Still, there was something
familiar about him, unsettling, the allure of a long-forgotten
whisper. But no, she had simply been alone too long, accustomed
to the blue-chattering drone of television voices, the spiral wail
of a siren in the night. She looked up again, too quickly, making
sure. The man smiled, a continuous grin, motioning for her to
follow the others. Nola moved out of her chair, the backs of her
thighs scudding across the seat in a dull irregular squeal. She
followed the group into the hallway, joining the low dusty
chatter of feet, the growing release of echoes. Funny that they
had asked her to come, as if she belonged, taken for granted.
Having always felt apart from them, their blue-bosomed chatter,
the contented dialogue of mothers referring home. And the men
also had always seemed too eager, skin neatly slicked, yet
somehow coarse, avoidable. She had taken a seat at the back of
the room, away from them all, away from the warm privacy of
laughter, the rumble of under-breath comment. But no, it was
no use wondering now, she should be grateful. Perhaps she would
even have a good time, losing herself to the drowsy companion-
ship of a bar mate wanting an extra ear, the assurance of another
glass. Perhaps she would even be out until dawn, heart's blood of
darkness absorbed into day.
Nola walked along faster, aware of the thick silken rubbing
of legs, someone hurrying up beside. A pink plump face pulled
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even with hers, a full-framed greeting of teeth. The woman
panted in deep large breaths, brown-patterned bosom threatening
to burst with the effort, collar riding high, winging into space.
Nola slowed her pace, unable to avoid the woman's approach.
Catching her breath for a sentence, the woman spoke.
"Whoosh ! Thought I might get left behind !" The flush began
to settle, calming the pleasant timbre of her voice. Nola
recognized her as the v/oman who had spoken before, convincing
her to come. "It's not often I get a chance like this—^time to
myself. What with PTA, diapers to wash, well you know." She
smiled, Nola falling in step with a hesitant glance sidewards.
"This class really gives me a chance to feel like myself again.
You know?"
Allowing a slow timid smile, Nola nodded. The woman
seemed nice, motherly.
"Have any children?"
Nola found herself speaking, words suddenly boundless.
"No, in fact I've only been married for a year. He's away
now, my husband, on a research project in Wyoming."
"Oh, yes?" The woman's brows furrowed into a fat pale
arch, seeming concerned. "How long?"
"About six months, maybe longer. However long it takes,
I guess."
They reached the end of the hallway, a drizzle of dark rain
scenting the exit of the others before them, the mingle of damp
with the dry hot dust blown from the vent near the door.
"You couldn't go with him?" The woman faltered, coddling
her books more securely in her arms.
Nola nearly laughed aloud. Ridiculous, talking to her like
this, as if she should know, or even could. After speaking to no
one for weeks, save an occasional encounter at the office, a smile
and an unnatural chirp for a toddler on a tricycle, a passing cat.
Sometimes it seemed as if she had gone for days, weeks, without
hearing the sound of her own voice, speaking clumsily to an
inquisitive clerk, suddenly recognizing the sound, taking it back.
And now this woman wanted to know why, how it could possibly
be. The woman raised her brows, waiting, a blue moon inquiry.
"Well, I had my work here, and it's not really for so long."
They passed into the parking lot, through a dull white shift of
perspective.
"You must get pretty lonely." The woman clucked her
head, concerned.
"Sometimes." No, so much more than sometimes. From the
moment she returned at night, it watched her, waiting for a
bloody sun setting, watching the moments into darkness. Knowing
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that it would not be long until the last sliver of light had
abandoned her, pushing her in full view of darkness, alone. It
had almost caught her once, a small shrill whisper, rustling too
close, reaching in a long cold grip across the pillow. She had
grabbed quickly for the light switch, scattering its grasp
blindly into far corners, reduced to dust. But no, this woman
couldn't know, accustomed to the familiar low sob of a child's
dream in the dark, the relief of midnight alone. She could
never believe.
"I'm getting used to it, I guess."
"Oh, I know how you feel. I'm divorced, myself. Those first
few months if it weren't for the kids I would have gone nuts."
The woman's interest sidled into silence. They walked across the
parking lot, pavement moist and steaming beneath their feet,
inducing the scattered slap of an occasional puddle. Reaching her
car, the woman bent to unlock the door, emitting a low compacted
groan. With a clatter of keys, she gestured to Nola, head ducked
below the door frame, condensing her bulk.
"Just follow me and I'll show you the way." She rocked
forward in her seat, pumping the car to life.
Nola stood still, blinking, a thickening of rain slanting
sharply into her eye. Why hadn't the woman offered her a ride ?
She had no car, having chosen the public comfort of the bus,
the company of blind faces drowsing below the banner of passing
neon. Perhaps the woman had taken a dislike to her, having found
a flaw, the ugly turn of a sentence. She would have to ask her
for a ride, keeping her voice under control. Turning slowly in
the weak pretense of searching for her car, she pivoted in a sloppy
grind of gravel, turning back in the woman's direction. The
woman's arm arched over the back of the car seat, a flat liquid
distortion, head cocked to the rear. The head flew back at the
sound of Nola's knock on the window, arm encouraged to follow
in a struggle of circles as she unrolled the window. Standing
back, Nola squinted into the car.
"I'm sorry. I forgot. I rode the bus in and don't have
the car."
The woman jiggled in her seat, bubbling. "Well, come on
with me, then."
Nola circled around the back of the car, one finger trailing
the moisture on the top of the trunk into a long connected drop,
separating again as she withdrew her hand. She ducked into the
car, the smell of spoiled milk, texture of sand on the seats.
"Thanks, I really appreciate this. I guess I just wasn't thinking.
I usually drive myself." Settling back in her seat, she gazed out
through the distortion of drops on the windshield, a furrow
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of liquid light, blind collision of colors. Liar. She never drove at
night, fearing the slow balanced spring of a hand from the back
seat, enticing her throat, a stiff clench of black.
"The car just hasn't been running well lately."
"Oh, I'm glad to have you along. I would have asked, but
you looked as if you were heading for your car."
Nola nodded, head bolting back into the seat with the car's
sudden reversal of movement. Jerking erect, the wipers brushed
across the windshield, drops herded into long endless rivulets. A
futile gesture, rain beading again in large plump droplets, the
re-wiping of a sweaty brow.
Nola held her purse closely, strangely ill at ease.
Falling silent, the woman had perched at the wheel in a bright
plump grip, an unsettling eagerness. What a foolish idea, asking
for a ride from this woman, a stranger. What if she had been
misled, discarding previous plans to the threat of something
larger, more hideous? A slow solid thump, a cower of bruises,
abandoned without a purse. Or something more tragic, an unex-
plained litter of garbage in the alleyway, unnatural sprawl . .
.
"I think it should be fun." The woman's head bobbed to the
side, low chin creased in a widespreading imitation of her jaw.
"I've been out with them a few times like this. Real nice bunch."
Her body arched back, stopping for the light. A wide streak of
headlights, followed by the low hum of rain-slicked asphalt under
each passing car.
"That's nice."
The car resumed its course, tires spinning for a firmer grip.
"Well, now, I think it's up here somewhere." She pulled the car
around the corner into a parking lot, a low damp space bordering
a darker building. Swinging wide into a small narrow plot, the
car maneuvered puddles, flat and darkly littered. "Well, this is
it." Half-way out of the car, the woman stopped, ducking her
head back into the car, a bodiless grin. "Let's go inside." Unable
to move, Nola sat still, a hidden sweaty grip. There were people
standin under the awning at the entrance to the bar, faces run
together in long amber droplets, the waxen disguise of rain on
the windshield. They seemed to be waiting for something,
someone, perhaps anyone. She couldn't be sure, couldn't recognize
anyone in the long distortion of watery shapes. The woman had
stepped out of the car, arms flailing for her to follow, face blurred
in a terrible grimace through the glass, a figment of rain. As the
woman walked away from the car, Nola heard her call ahead,
gesturing to the close huddle of shapes, and she stuck her head
out of the car, wanting to be sure. Yes, it was all right, they were
members of the class, waiting for the rest of the group to join
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them. She gathered up her purse, following quickly, not wanting
to lag behind. As she hurried along, her heel grazed the quiet
surface of a puddle, scattering dimpled reflections, soiling the
back of her skirt. She stopped, twisting back to look. No matter,
it would be dark inside, no one would notice. Glancing quickly-
ahead, she broke into a clumsy run. By the time she reached the
entrance, the group had begun to wander inside, the large
bunching of shapes shifting into half-darkness. A lone figure
hung near the door, watching her, waiting. It was the man who
had approached her in class, hand sliding along her arm, a
sudden alarm of the senses. Grinning, he swung open the door
as she stepped into the light.
"So you really decided to come."
Nola nodded, on the spot, pushing past him. Adjusting to
the dim golden half-light, she searched for the rest of the group,
eager to rejoin the company of numbers.
"I didn*t think we'd ever see you here. How come you're
always in such a hurry? Got a husband at home or something?"
She opened he mouth to speak, but suppressed the words in
a smile. No, it wasn't necessary to tell him, it was all behind her
now, rejected in the force of a decision.
Sensing her desire to join the others, his hand drifted to
the small of her back, a casual nudge, pointing the way. There,
the touching again, unsettling. The shadow of another hand,
another place, drawn into an embrace of lost time. But no, it was
silly, they must join the group. Nola, hurried ahead, low plush
muffle of feet reminding her from behind.
THE BAR WAS LARGE and plush, spotting her vision in the
low arrangement of candelabra light, a muffling of the
senses. Unable to see clearly, she stumbled, running her hand
along the carpeted wall to keep her balance, a raw nubby
assurance. The man spoke from behind, farther to the right.
"Hey, they're over here," She glanced over quickly, avoiding the
mockery of his eyes, the insistent disorienting smile. They were
all watching, waiting for her, grouped around a long dark table
at the far corner of the dance floor. Rising clumsily, the wortian
who had driven her hurried over and grabbed her hand leading
her to the table.
"Come on, now, we all want to meet you." Startled by the
gesture, Nola held back, and the woman quickly dropped her
hand, arms fluttering an apology. "I'm sorry, I guess I'm just
used to dragging somebody along behind me." She gestured
helplessly to the group, acting her part. "Can't get away from
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motherhood for a minute." A round of casual laughter, settling
into seats. "Everybody, this is Nola." The group nodded as one,
a mumble of breath. Sensing Nola's puzzlement, she leaned
closer, a private whisper. "I looked over your shoulder once in
class and saw your name on your notebook." She led Nola around
to the end of the table, a pair of empty seats. "And since you
probably haven't been snooping like I have, my name is Peggy."
She settled down into one of the seats, Nola following suit. The
man brushed up behind them, setting down two drinks in a
bright chattering of ice,
"Brought you tv/o lovely ladies a little something to drink."
Comfortable, Peggy leaned back in her seat. "My, my, my,
now what could he want?" The man leaned down, sliding his
arm around her shoulders.
You'll see." He sidled off, going after a drink for himself.
Nola hunched forward, clasping her drink in a slippery
two-handed grip. What did he want?
Leaning closer, familiarly, Peggy whispered in her ear, a
dry throaty rattle. "Don't worry about him. He's all show." Her
head drifted back, following his distant form. "He's a charmer,
though. A bit of a temptation sometimes." She chuckled lightly,
bowing into her drink. "But I think he's a little young for me."
Nola nodded, not sure.
"But still, I'd v/atch him. It seems he's set his sights on you."
She smiled into her drink, a quick clash of ice, staring over the
rim in a sudden coldness, shifting perspectives. Uneasy, Nola
looked away, tracing the low slope of the ceiling, blending into a
distant corner. Perhaps she shouldn't have come, preferring
darker company. The woman was trying to tell her something, a
low cold warning, distant threat. She would have to be careful.
With the bravado of a full glass, the man returned, pulling
a chair between them in a rough backward straddle. He slid his
elbow closer to Nola, nudging a heap of old cigarette ashes into
a smooth powdered path. "Well, now. Tell me about yourself.
Such a lovely lady must surely have something interesting to
say." He grinned, a brilliant magnet. Nola shifted in her seat,
uneasily drawn.
"Well, there really isn't much to say." She stopped, noticing
Peggy's hand, a wild silent staccato on the table top. "I live just
outside the city proper, in Hartwood Park, and I'm an assistant
editor for the Daily." He nodded, finishing his drink with a quick
toss of his wrist. Peggy's hand ducked below the table, sliding
into darkness. Through the crook of the man's arm, Nola saw
the hand glide slowly against his leg.
"But what about the real you ?" He crossed his legs, Peggy's
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hand sliding into nothing. Pulling her hands quickly into her lap,
Peggy stiffened, color rising in a plump mottled flush.
"Nola has a husband in Wyoming. Isn't that interesting?"
She settled back smugly.
"Why yes, it certainly is. While the cat's away . . . ?"
Sliding across the table, his finger grazed the tender hollow of
Nola's wrist, causing her hand to curl into a loose reticent fist.
She laughed softly.
"Oh, not really."
Peggy's fingers arched around her drink. "Of course not.
Nola's been a good girl, haven't you, Nola?"
Nola withdrew her hand from the table. This woman was
baiting her, making her small. Clamping her in the threat of
Wyoming, a remote responsibility, allegiance to a day-old post-
mark, a voice stretched thin across the barren distance of states.
But, no, she would show her, not giving in. Defying them all,
this red rumbling fool, a husband by mail, the shadow waiting
for her return. She reached across the table for the man's hand,
cupping it with her own, a firm final grasp. "Look, the band is
warming up. Do you dance? Slow, I mean."
The man returned her grasp, a slow easy delight. "Why
certainly. The slower and closer the better." He rose, pulling out
her chair in an elegant sweep. Leaning down, he reached across
Peggy's shoulder, drifting his cheek against hers in a low easy
squeeze. "You'll excuse us, won't you, Peg?" The woman's head
bobbed back into position as he released her shoulders, a tough
rigid stance. She said nothing, face flooding in a new aggravated
flush. Offering Nola his arm, he led her toward the music.
THE DANCE FLOOR bobbed with a twist of faces, dappled
in an unnatural shift of colors. Too many faces, too close,
the threat of violence. Nola thought of turning around, away
from this man, this strange tight knit of mottled faces, pleading
a headache, a momentary disturbance. Returning to the table,
the safety of a private seat, a covered glance. But no. Peggy would
be there in smug silence, wresting her plumpness from the chair,
rejoining his arm. She would have to stay. Feeling a gentle tug
on her shoulder, Nola followed the man to the center of the
crowd. She stood still, unable to move, stilled by a clumsy hesit-
ance. "Well," she said, with no meaning, no reason to speak. Her
hands dropped stiffly to her sides losing the function of the
gesture.
The man smiled at her reticence enfolding her in his arms,
pressing closer. She rested her head in the large scent of his
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shoulder, a careful cling. Twisting his head to the side, the
man's voice bathed her ear in the gentle blast of whisper. "Come
on, now, I won't break." His mouth rested beside her ear for a
moment, too long. She pulled closer, feeling the slow shift of his
body against her own. God, the touching, so long ago less than
a distant memory. So long since she had felt the circular warmth
of arms other than her own. She hung closer more desperately,
wanting to be swallowed in the gentle warm of his body, life's
strength. "That's the way." Barely audible, a crush of lips
against her ear, lingering. A tingle of music, softly brushed, curled
through the crowd, a gentle attraction. Nola felt a new burst
of energy, a slow solemn rhythm flowing into her fingertips,
feeling the rough brush of tweed along the man's back. Too
many faces milling around them, an overlap of privacy. She
wished they could go somewhere, get away from the bright blind
illumination, the drowned scuffle of feet. Somewhere safe, alone,
a rough solid grasp. She tugged on his shoulder, his face following
the motion of her hand.
"Please. Can we got sit down? It's too crowded here."
Standing still, he nodded, arms coiled firmly around the
back of her waist. They moved off the floor, away from the
obstruction of moving shapes. With a quick, arrogant flip of his
hand, he motioned to the bar, bartender's flat black face nodding
in polite acknowledgement, setting up another round. Nola fal-
tered, feeling the thrust of his arm in the direction of their old
table. She turned back twisting into the path of his stride, an
unwilling clasp. No, they couldn't go back. Peggy would be there,
her arms fanning in a wide desperate arch as they approach.
The solemn scrape of chairs, Peggy waiting for them, ready to
banter her thoughts into hiding. Nola stopped short, her hands
pushing into his chest, a rigid fan of fingers.
"Please. Wait. Let's not go back."
He stepped back, startled, reaching forward again with a
rough strong sweep, clasping her shoulder roundly. "Oh come
on now. Peg's waiting." Pulling back, she slid away from his
outstretched arm the heavy grasp of his fingers.
"I know." She doubled her arms across her chest, retracting,
falling away. His arm jutted out toward her, hand fingering
the smooth skin of her jaw tilting her chin upward into his gaze.
"Hey." A soft, surprised gasp, gentle nudge.
"She makes me feel so ... so small."
The man threw back his head and laughed, fracturing the
moment, swallowing all semblance of concern in the brash hollow
resonance of his voice. She pulled back, his hand rudely knocking
against her chin, a dull moment's pain. "That's ridiculous. The
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only thing Peggy's got that you haven't is a pretty hefty pair
of side-saddles. Even / feel small next to her." He nudged for-
ward, bending the sway of her back. "Come on, let's go sit down."
"No, please. Wait." Quick, she would need a reason, the
lure of new prospects. "We can go to my place." The words
stumbled out before she could catch them again sliding them
back into proper perspective. Jesus, she had said it, what she
had been thinking in the suggestion of a dancer's embrace,
knowing all along that it would happen. She felt a certain light-
ness, a summer's laugh, reaching out for the rough stubble of
his face. Responding, he slid her hand to his lips, a quick palm's
kiss.
"Well, sexy lady, I never thought I'd hear that from you. As
a matter of fact, I thought we might get to that later. But if
you want to ..." A blond dirty grin, breath hovering close.
Nola pulled back for a moment, noticing a dark prickle of hair
along his lip, a blue-sculpted shadow. Closing her eyes she
allowed him to embrace her in a close one-sided grip. Yes, she
knew what he intended, recognizing the insistent pulse of his
neck, the slow even scour of his hand along her neck. How could
she do this, allowing him to have her v/ithout a twinge of guilt,
a distant reminder? But no, it was all right. It had to be right.
"You have a car, don't you?" She turned quickly, prodding
him along. The people at a nearby table had begun to watch
them, devouring her with their eyes.
"I certainly do." They hurried along toward the hallway,
a breath of cool.
"Wait. My purse. I must have left it at the table." She
would have to go back now, resisting Peggy's bright prickly
insistence, the sudden cold turn of her shoulder. Nola turned
to grasp the man's arm, drawing him back. "Will you get it
for me?"
"Sure. Wait right there." Nola watched as he turned back,
a rough impatient stride, wanting to get on with it. Sidling
quietly to the rough-carpeted corner of the hallway, she watched,
not wanting to lose sight of him. Yes, he was there at the table,
Peggy's brown-patterned shoulders writhing in a curse of circles,
avoiding the apology of his touch. He shrugged, thumping her
shoulder with a final pat, walking away. From the other side
of the room, the bartender flourished two glasses, a twinkle of
wet splashing over onto the flat black of his hands, his voice
muffled in the wild distortion of bar sounds. Nola watched as
he searched the room for her companion, head ducking in lusty
emphasis of his voice, an erratic wooly bow, marking his grow-
ing impatience. He set the glasses down, thick black hand
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chucking against the smooth marble surface of the bar. Turning
back against the wall, Nola laughed, pleased with the double
flurry her exit had caused, her inadvertent force. When she
turned back to the room, the man stood at the bar, digging into
his back pocket with a flourish of apologies, the bartender's
face a sour dark crease of wrinkles as he slid the drinks beneath
the counter.
The man turned away smoothly, nodding across the room
at her, a brutal knowledgeable gaze that seemed to snap her
instantly in its grip. Nola looked away, ending a smJle. If only
he weren't so certain, so impeccably sure of himelf. Beyond
her reach, out of mind. But no, it didn't really matter. He was
only a face, a bright blind smile, diversion from a night's haunt-
ing. She reached for his arm as he came closer, pulled along in
his smooth certain stride, his push for the door.
The air outside was cooler, the moist effusive odor of
garbage in the alley rising with the hot steam of the street.
The moon's fallen shadow shredded gray in an aimless translucent
scattering, mocked across the pavement in a dappling of puddles.
Loosening her grip on the man's arm, Nola hesitated. She
wasn't sure now, in this new darkened gulf, couldn't move. It
had been different inside, a private glance cushioned in the
wide round of slow-lidded eyes, the muffling of well-lighted
voices. A busy aloofness that had led her away from the isola-
tion of darkness, the high relief of street lights against a
blackened flatness. Nola shivered and glanced across the slick
surface of the lot, glittering glass and the flat speckle of earlier
rain. The man's tight claw of fingers reached behind for her arm,
but her hand, a pale shadowless white in the dark of the moon,
evaded him, curling behind her back.
"What's the matter?"
Nola hesitated, search for something, a clue. She reached
one foot forward, tapping the shiny pebble surface of the pave-
ment. "Puddles. I'm not sure I can maneuver them in heels."
"Oh. Well, you wait here and I'll pull the car around. No
use in getting your feet wet." He walked away, feet smacking
out of focus in the magnification of wet.
Nola stood still in a rigid stance. Now was her chance to
run, to escape the darkness of him, receded into shadows. She
would, if she had any sense left at all, the slightest alarm at what
she was doing or had already done. But where to run? Back to
the impersonal chorus of candlelight, the disturbance of faces?
Or into the street, the darkness, a clumsy splattering escape into
something worse? No, it was no good, she would have to stay
and wait for him. After all she was a grown woman, wasn't she ?
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Capable of taking care of herself in the event that something
went wrong, knowing the power of a well-placed kick, an illumin-
ating scream in the night. But no, it wouldn't come to that; he
was a perfect gentleman, after all, and had proposed nothing
without her consent. It would be nice, coming home to the scuff
of additional feet, another voice, shadow of what had been.
The man swung his car around the lot, pulling up beside
her. She slid into the seat, a new clean small, black vinyl vapor.
"It's very nice. Is it new?"
Turning the wheel in a smooth silent arc, he grinned, teeth
whiter than the rest of his face in the low aura of lamplight.
"Why yes, as a matter of fact, I bought it only last week. Handles
like a dream."
Nola nodded, turing back into her seat. "My address is
2011/2 Park Street. It's an upper flat. Think you can find it?"
He turned his head at the naivete of her question, swinging
out into the street, the slow horizontal stream of light.
The remainder of the ride was silent, uneventful, interrupted
only by an occasional cross-beam of light exposing the white of
their faces, the gentle purr of tires against the surface of the
road. Nola glanced sideward occasionally, wondering what this
man sitting beside her really was, or even who. But the abrupt
flashes of light across his face revealed nothing but the stiff
secretive set of his features, an inaccessible knowledge.
She looked away, feeling the low pull of the car slowing
down. "Yes, this is it. You'll have to pull up to the side entrance."
She rummaged in her purse for the keys, the car's vibration
humming into silence below her feet. Stepping out, she circled
around the front of the car to the side door, an old familiar terror
beginning to take hold, rattling her hands. But no, it was silly,
she was not alone this time, invulnerable to the irregular shadow
of the bushes at the side of the house, the solemn creak of the
stairs.
At the top of the landing she paused, slitting the door open
just enough to curl her hand inside, flipping the lights. The man
followed behind her, pushing ahead. He lounged in the doorway
with liquid confidence, as she went about the apartment, flicking
on the lights. "Nice place. Comfortable." Nola continued to the
other rooms, checking the lights. Yes, it was gone, as she had
suspected, noting the presence of a stranger in the house, the
brute force of another voice.
When she returned to the living room, the man had seated
himself on the couch, a comfortable slump of shoulders, expect-
ing something more. Nola felt suddenly awkward, out of prac-
tice. "Would you like a drink? I think I have a little Scotch left."
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He nodded, sending her into the kitchen for ice and glasses.
Reaching above the counter, she turned on the radio, a slow
mellow company.
Returning, her hands shook slightly, spilling a gentle drop
into the fabric of the couch as she leaned to hand him his drink.
"Oh, I'm sorry. That was careless of me."
"No matter." He motioned for her to sit. A moment of
silence, a steady clock's tick. He draped his arm behind her,
crossing his legs. "My, it's quiet up here. Doesn't anyone live
downstairs ?"
"Yes, but she's away."
"Oh?" The idea seemed to arouse him, and he moved closer,
insistent. "Let's have a toast." He raised his glass, a twinkling
of gold in the dull lamplight. "To solitude."
"Solitude." Her lips touched the cold rim of the glass, the
protrusion of ice. The first sip flowed through her throat like
a warm heady balm, spreading comfortably with the second,
the third, the remainder of the glass.
She curled into the firm slope of his side, settling into
warmth. Yes, it had been the right thing to do, asking him here.
A saving grace. The man grasped her hand, guiding her glass to
the table, then pushed her against the couch, controlling her
shoulders, the sideward slide of her lips. Nola pulled closer. If
only her husband could see her now, see how he had violated her
with his absence, a distant im.potence. She hoped he would call,
interrupting her flight for the satisfaction of a moment, hearing
the oddness in her voice, a background rumble of breath. But
no, he wouldn't ; he had complained of the bills, the silence of a
moment ticking into minutes. Nola pulled away from the couch,
drawing the man with her. A whisper, barely there, asking him
to come.
He followed, dogging her footsteps into the bedroom, the
cool darkness. He reached for the light switch, but her hand
discouraged his, leading him away. No need for light. Not now.
A slow drop of clothing, intermingled pile slipping into
shadows. She followed his movements into the coldslip of sheets,
the hollow flap of blankets. God, she would have him now, she
must have him. It had been too long, a cold lonely distance. She
reached across the sheets for his body, pulling his closer, one with
hers, his arm curling around her throat in a rough solid grasp.
Nola pulled closer, wanting more. But wait, he seemed
cold, blind, not really there. Something wrong, a terrible irra-
tional chill. Nola tried to pull away for a moment but the arm
held firm about her neck, a heavy grasp. God, she had felt this
arm before, in the coldness of shadows, the sharp intake of close
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breath, alone. She moved her lips to call out to him, if he were
really there, a dark droplet of sweat running across her cheek,
her chin, falling into the nothing of his arm, empty hollow.
Sweet Jesus, she had been betrayed, deceived into shadows, the
consummation of darkness. It would have her, as it had wanted
for so long waiting surely for her guard to drop, a vital mistake.
Planting the seed of nothing in cold abandon, the horned off-
spring of beasts. Nola fought to pull away from it, releasing the
clammy grip of her neck, but no, it had gotten inside her, beyond
hope. She would be lost.
Nola moved her lips, fighting, losing her hold in a darkened
mumble. Holy Mary, Mother of God, Virgin Queen, Fairy
Mother . . .
From the kitchen, the clutter of a midnight rhumba drifted
into the room, across the cold twist of empty sheets, the small
desperate drift of human dust.
Marriage Vows
KAREN KEENAN
It was in the vows, of course,
implicitly: your wife will disturb
your sleep with her eccentricities.
I try to slip out quietly—^you hear me.
"Where are you going?
"To write something down."
"About what?
You slide back
into dreams before I can answer:
about you. Poems about you, my constant
obsession. I thought this would diminish
when I took your name—that I would
somehow be absorbed into your secret.
No rest : I am left to speculate
on possible answers as dawn slips,
jeering, under the living-room curtain.




Not when I read the poems but when
the early hours of morning come
and all the world is so subdued
and delicate it pains me
—
when I want to be making love
or dreaming that finely-woven dream,
but instead lie vacant, plagued
with wondering ivhat is it?
and making grating threats
I'll never follow through
(if I haven't slept by dawn . . . )
then, dead woman, and with rage,
I think of you.
For Sylvia Plath
^^^YYlarginalia • . (continued)
Brigadoon, disappearing into the mists never to he seen again
until reincarnated for a few minutes each New Year's Eve?)
In its mixture of the sublime and the ridiculous, the incident
seems to me to syTnbolize the Bicentennial celebration itself.
We may have overdone the ridiculous element so far, but there
is something sublime in the fact that the unlikely experiment
launched 200 years ago has survived.
The confusion surrounding this event only mirrors the
confusion surrounding the whole idea of the Bicentennial. We
are really not sure what we should be doing to celebrate such a
noteworthy event, and so we react in predictable patterns. If the
anniversary of the birth of Christ can be the biggest date on
the sales calendar, why not the anniversary of the Decla/ration
of Independence?
It would be comforting to report that the genius of American
merchandising had been put to work re-selling Americans on the
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ideals of the Declaration and the Constitution. We need to he
high-pressured now and then with reminders that the "pursuit of
happiness" includes other people besides ourselves, even when we
happen to disagree with the other person's means of pursuit. But
unfortunately, ideas are not easily packaged; patriotic schlock is.
Most of the Bicentennial commercialism is opportunistic and
self-serving, not to mention ugly and tasteless. A group called
the "National Non-Bicentennial Committee" has announced that
it will award the "National Buy-Centennial Bad Taste Award."
Present front-runners include the red, ivhite, and blue toilet seat
and the red, ivhite, and blue casket. Tasteless, yes; imaginative,
no. In keeping with the melting pot idea, I am presently tooling
up for some truly patriotic offerings: American flags with the
star of David; red, white, and blue shamrocks; and pizza with
white mushrooms and blue anchovies. And has anyone thought
what en beautiful thing it tvould be if every colonial kitchen in
America had paper towels with the entire Declaration reproduced
on each (in red, white, and blue, naturally).
But I suppose I am beiyig too harsh ivith those who see the
Bicentennial as a matchless business opportunity . It may be that
they understand the message of the founding fathers better than
I. Certainly old Ben Franklin tvould have admired the contractor
who snatched the opportunity for a little free advertising.
Franklin always liked the idea of having a two-fold purpose—
both idealistic and practical. Those who are doing a brisk business
in plastic Liberty Bells and red, ivhite, and blue caskets are
perhaps only following the advice of Poor Richard: "Keep thy
shop, and thy shop will keep thee." If Franklin were still in
business at the old location, his printing shop wotdd doubtless
be turning out practical money-makers such as guides to Phila-
delphia eating places, taverns, and comfort stops. But permit me
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